
 

 
A Strong Sustainable Communities Strategy – Measuring the Benefits 
 

Over the next year, SCAG will develop a Sustainable Communities Strategy as part of the Regional Transportation Plan. 
If done right, it can help address the needs of the workers, residents, and businesses in the cities and towns throughout 
Southern California. It can make Southern California a better and healthier place to live. As SCAG maps out its first 
Sustainable Communities Strategy, it should measure how well that strategy meets the following goals, and share the 
results with key decision makers, local governments and other stakeholders. 

 
A stronger economy 
SCAG will measure how well the strategies will boost 
the Gross Regional Product. The questions asked below, 
about costs to households, will further help evaluate how 
well the plan supports economic growth. 
 
 
 

Savings to families 
What will homes cost in the future? How much will it 
cost to take transit or drive? How far will we have to 
commute? What will that cost? Transportation choices 
and easier commutes can help families save money. 
• What portion of households’ income will be spent 

on the total costs of transportation and housing? 
 

 
 
 

Affordable homes near work for everyone 
Having homes close to jobs improves employers’ ability 
to attract educated workers. Shorter commutes improve 
our health and give us more time for friends and family.  
• What is the fit between job wages and housing costs 

in a particular area? Are the rents or home prices in a 
given area affordable to people who work nearby? 
 
 
 

Transportation choices and insurance against high 
gas prices 
Compact and mixed use places allow for shorter trips, 
and the opportunity to walk or take transit for some of 
those trips – particularly important as gas prices go up. 
• How many homes and jobs will be a 15 min. walk or 

bike ride to transit? 
• How far will the average household need to drive 

every day? 
 

 

 
Cleaner air and less pollution-related illness 
How well will this plan improve the health of Southern 
California residents? 
• How many premature deaths could be prevented? 
• How many cases of asthma could be prevented? 

 
 
 

Safe routes to school and other daily needs  
Walking or biking to convenient nearby destinations is 
an enjoyable, healthy way to meet daily needs. 
• What proportion of households are within a ten 

minute walk or bike trip of schools, medical 
facilities, childcare, parks, and shopping needs? 

• How many pedestrian and cyclist collisions could be 
prevented with the strategy’s safety improvements? 
 
 

Protected water, natural resources, and local food 
economy 
Our region’s strength derives from its natural beauty and 
resources, a heritage we should conserve.  
• Does the strategy make effective use of the region’s 

limited water resources? 
• Does the plan conserve the region’s high-quality 

agricultural lands and essential natural landscapes? 
 
 
 

Less time wasted in traffic and commutes 
Time spent stuck in traffic or riding on the bus can be 
reduced through a strong Sustainable Communities 
Strategy. Since new highway lanes eventually fill up, we 
should focus on solutions that make walking, biking, 
transit, and carpooling faster. 
• Can we make transit as quick and convenient as 

driving along key corridors?  

 
These and other measures should also be used in a robust equity analysis to assess how the Sustainable 
Communities Strategy will affect areas facing the greatest challenges, such as low-income neighborhoods, heavily-
polluted areas, and those with the highest foreclosure rates. 


